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But first, housekeeping

- Please note today’s session is being recorded
- To ask a question for discussion during Q&A, please:
  - Either ‘raise your hand’ in the participant window and moderator will unmute you to ask your question live, or
  - Type your question into the chat box
- Slides and recording will be available after today’s session
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The Playbook and 100+ high-impact fit-for-purpose resources
“Health care is undergoing a monumental shift toward remote patient monitoring”


Source: https://ovsecondopinion.substack.com/p/is-it-finally-remote-patient-monitorings
Blindspots in innovation at speed

Source: [https://www.jmir.org/2021/9/e29875](https://www.jmir.org/2021/9/e29875)
Our responsibility for a safe and equitable future

Digital health monitors are booming, but where's the research on privacy and ethics?

By Katie Palmer  Sept. 15, 2021

A new review found virtually no research into ethics, security, and data rights of digital health measures — a worrying trifecta of blind spots for a field and an industry that will need the public's trust to make a difference in health outcomes.
Distribution of studies by topic and funding source

Total studies: 295

Studies - Ethics 0
Studies - Data Rights 0
Studies - Security 0

Top source: Government
Top topic: Op Research Analysis
Heatmap of funding sources by sensor type

Top funding source: Government

Top sensor type: Movement and Activity
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Digital Medicine R&D in Low-Resource Settings

Wednesday, December 8 at 11am-12pm ET
Virtual Journal club

Digital medicine and the curse of dimensionality
December 14th, 2021 11a ET
THANK YOU